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Metal foams are porous materials that have a very high percentage of void spaces at the 
macroscopic level. Depending on the manufacturing technique, they are either produced 
as open or closed cells. Metallic foams have taken over significant amount of applications 
due to their improved thermal and mechanical properties. In this study, both experimental 
and computational work has been undertaken to better understand the thermo-mechanical 
behavior of metal foams in thermal applications with a focus on heat sinks. 
In the experimental work, study was undertaken on aluminum metal foams of 93% 
porosity, while pore density was of 4 PPC (10 PPI) and 8 PPC (20 PPI), where PPC (PPI) 
stands for pores per cm (pores per inch). The whole experimental setup and the samples 
were fabricated in-house. The forced convection results show that heat sinks with thermal 
spray coating outperformed the thermally glued and solid heat sink samples. Air flow 
speed variations reveal that heat transfer rate changes almost linearly with 
increase/decrease of air speed. Further study with multiple fin samples states that 45º is 
the best orientation between heat sink and the air flow for maximum heat dissipation, 
while it is 90º for the single fin. This is due to better interaction between fluid and the 
heat sinks matrix at these respective orientations. 
xv 
 
As metal foams‘ have complex geometry, so for numerical analysis as an easy 
alternative, researchers usually prefer simplified computational models based on various 
assumptions. An innovative approach has been undertaken to capture the three-
dimensional (3D) detailed geometry of open-cell metal foam sample and make a finite 
element model out of this. Computed tomography (CT) has been utilized to extract 
extreme precise 3D surface model and Computer Aided Design (CAD) software have 
been employed to ―clean‖ the surface model for finite element (FE) analysis. The 
viability of this model has been demonstrated here as its use in heat sinks and is 
calibrated against experimental results. The accuracy of the acquired model has been 
validated with a comparative study with experimental findings. The validated and 
calibrated model is then used for assessing different scenarios via simulations.  
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يَنِ ذعشيف اىشغ٘ج اىَعذّيح عيي أّٖا مريح ٍِ ٍعذُ ذحر٘ي عيي ّسثح عاىيح  ٍِ اىفشاغاخ  عيي  
اىَسر٘ي اىقياط اىذقيق، تحسة طشيقح اىرصْيع  يرٌ إّراج ّ٘عيِ، اىخلايا اىَفر٘حح ٗاىخلايا اىَغيقح. يرٌ إسرخذاً 
غ٘ج اىَعذّيح تنثشج في مثيش ٍِ اىرطثيقاخ ّسثح ىخصايصٖا اىَيناّينيح ٗاىحشاسيح اىديذج. في ٕزا اىثحث أخشيد اىش
دساسح ذدشيثيح ٗذحسيثيح تغشض فٌٖ اىسي٘ك اىحشاسي ٗاىَيناّيني ىيشغ٘ج اىَعذّيح في اىرطثيقاخ اىحشاسيح ٍع 
 اىرشميض عيي اىضعاّف اىحشاسيح. 
% ، ٗ أخشيد  93ح عيي سغ٘ج ٍعذّيح ٍِ الاىَّ٘يً٘ تْسثح فشاغيح ذصو اىي أخشيد اىذساسح اىردشيثي
 4اىرداسب عيي ّسثريِ ٍخريفريِ ٍِ اىنثافح اىفشاغيح اىري ذقاط تعذد اىفشاغاخ في ٗحذج اىط٘ه، اىْسثح الاٗىي 
في  10يرش اى٘احذ (فشاغاخ في اىسْرَ 8في اىث٘صح اى٘احذج)، ٗاىْسثح اىثاّيح  10فشاغاخ في اىسْرَيرش اى٘احذ (
اىث٘صح اى٘احذج). ذَد صْاعح اىعيْاخ تغشض اىرداسب في ٍعاٍو خاٍعح اىَيل فٖذ. أٗضحد ّرائح إّرقاه اىحشاسج 
ىيٖ٘اء أُ اىعيْاخ اىَغطيح تئسرخذاً اىرشريز اىحشاسي ذؤدي تطشيقح أفضو ٍِ عيْاخ اىرفشيغ اىحشاسي اىصيثح ٗ 
ٖ٘اء أٗضح أُ ٍعذه إّرقاه اىحشاسج يرغيش تعلاقح خطيح ٍع صيادج أٗ ّقصاُ اىَيصقح حشاسيا. ذغييش سشعح سشياُ اى
دسخح ٕي  44سشعح اىٖ٘اء. دساسح أخشٙ أخشيد عيي عيْح ذحر٘ي عيي ٍدَ٘عح ٍِ اىضعاّف أثثرد أُ اىضاٗيح 
في  13ح أفضو ذ٘خيح تيِ اىضعاّف اىحشاسيح ٗإذدآ سشياُ اىٖ٘اء ٗذعطي أفضو ذفشيغ حشاسي، تيَْا ماّد اىضاي
 iivx
 
حاىح اىعيْح اىري ذحر٘ي عيي صعْفح ٗاحذج. ّردد ٕزج الأفضييح تسثة ٗخ٘د ّسثح أحرناك مثيشج تيِ اىٖ٘اء ٗاىشغ٘ج 
  اىَعذّيح في ٕزج اىضٗايا.
تَا أُ اىشغ٘ج اىَعذّيح ىٖا شنو ٍعقذ خذا ىزىل اىرحييو اىعذدي يَثو طشيقح خيذج ىذساسرٖا، عادج يفضو 
ج ذحسثيح ٍثسطح ذعرَذ عيي ٍدَ٘عح ٍِ الإفرشاضاخ. ذٌ إسرخذاً طشيقح ٍثرنشج ذسٖو عَييح اىثاحثُ٘ إسرخذاً َّار
إّراج اىشنو ثلاثي الأتعاد ىيعيْح ٍِ أخو إسرخذأٍ في اىرحييو تطشيقح اىعْاصش اىَْرٖيح ىرحييو عيْح سغ٘ج ٍعذّيح ٍِ 
خشاج سسٌ سطحي ثلاثي الأتعاد عاىي اىذقح ّ٘ع اىخييح اىَفر٘حح. ذٌ إسرخذاً طشيقح اىشسٌ اىسطحي اىَحس٘ب لإسر
ثٌ تأسرخذاً تشّاٍح ذصَيٌ تَساعذج اىحاس٘ب ذَد عَييح ذْقيح اىشسٌ ىيصثح خإضا ىلإسرخذاً في اىرحييو اىعذدي 
تطشيقح اىعْاصش اىَْٖيح. ذٌ ذ٘ضيح إَٔيح اىَْ٘رج اىرحيييي اىَْرح ٍِ خلاه أٍناّيح إسرخذأٍ في ذحييو ٗذصَيٌ 
ىحشاسيح. ٗذٌ ذأميذ اىْرائح ٍِ خلاه اىرداسب اىعَييح. دقح اىَْ٘رج اىرحيييي أمذخ تاىَقاسّح ٍع ّرائح اىَفشغاخ ا
  اىرداسب. في الأخيش ذٌ إسرخذاً اىَْ٘رج اىرحيييي في ذقييٌ ٗذحييو حالاخ ٍخريفح عِ طشيق اىَحاماج.
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1 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The terminology ―porous media‖ is used to describe any material that has void spaces (or 
pores) in a solid matrix (or frame). The skeletal part is normally a solid, while pores 
typically accommodate fluid (liquid or gas). Their naturally occurring examples like 
rocks, soils, petroleum reservoirs, human lungs, biological tissues, wood etc. have 
irregular distribution of pore size and shape. Conversely, there are man-made porous 
materials that can have a regular or irregular structure depending on the type of 
manufacturing process used for their production. These man-made materials are generally 
known as metal foams (also called metal sponges). 
 
1.1 Metal Foams 
Metal foams are cellular structures that have solid base material, with prominent portion 
of gas filled pores. The base material can be made up of metals (aluminum, copper, 
nickel, alloys etc.), polymers, or carbon. Their most prominent feature is their high 
porosity (void spaces), typically in range of 75- 95%, making them ultra-light materials. 
Porosity of porous materials is given by following relation [1]: 
   (    )  ⌊
  
     
    ⌋                                            (1.1)  
2 
 
Where, Vp and Vs are volume of pores and solid. Experimentally it is found by [1]: 
   (    )  ⌊  
 
  
    ⌋                                            (1.2)  
Where, ρ and ρs are effective and solid densities respectively. 
These foams have two broader categories and are classified in accordance with their pore 
architecture: 
1. Closed Cell (pores are sealed). 
2. Open Cell (pores form an interconnected network). 
a) Stochastic (irregular pores distribution). 
b) Honeycomb (regular pores distribution). 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show pictures of an open cell and close cell foams respectively [2]. 
 
 
Figure 1 Open Cell Metal Foam Figure 2 Closed Cell Metal Foam 
 
Two parameters are generally used to describe metal foams: 1) Porosity – expressed in 
percentage (%) and 2) Pore density - expressed in PPI (pores per inch) or PPC (pores per 
3 
 
cm). Foams generally retain most of the physical properties of their base metal. The 
characteristics of all metal foams are summed up by their proportional density ―  
/  ‖.Where   and    denote foam and solid density, respectively; i.e. 10% dense foam 
will have double the strength as compared to 5% dense foam – this is known as the power 
law relation.  Foams made from non-flammable materials will persist to be non-
flammable. Coefficient of expansion remains same while thermal conductivity is reduced. 
Their most unique mechanical characteristics include high strength to the low weight 
ratio and a complete isotropic load response (for stochastic type) [3], whereas, on the 
contrary, honeycomb metals foam have an anisotropic behavior [4]. They are also 
recyclable and nontoxic due to the type of base metal. 
Table 1 [1] shows how physical properties are affected in closed and open cell metal 
foams when compared to their solid base metal. It can be seen from the table that some 
properties are retained to that of solid metal while other vary following a generalized 
relationship. Also unlike most solids, the compressive and tensile strength of metal foams 
are not same. 
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Table 1  Thermo-mechanical properties of metal foam [1] 
Thermo-Mechanical Properties Open Cells Closed Cells 
Melting Point (K) Similar to solid Similar to solid 
Specific Heat (J/Kg.K) Similar to solid Similar to solid 
Thermal Expansion (10e-6/K) Similar to solid Similar to solid 
Latent Heat (kJ/Kg) Similar to solid Similar to solid 
Young’s Modulus (G.Pa), E E= (0.2-4)Es(
 
  
)2.2 
E= (0.2-1)Es * 
[0.4(
 
  
)2.2+0.3(
 
  
)] 
Compressive Strength (M.Pa), σc σc= (0.2-1) σc,s(
 
  
)1.49 
σc= (0.2-1) * 
σc,s[0.4(
 
  
)0.6+0.3(
 
  
)] 
Tensile Strength (M.Pa), σt σt= (1.1—1.4) σc σt= (1.1—1.4) σc 
Thermal Conductivity (W/m.K) (
 
  
)1.79 <
 
  
 < (
 
  
)1.66 (
 
  
)1.79<
 
  
 < (
 
  
)1.66 
 
1.2 Manufacturing and Applications 
Almost any material can be foamed [1], and because of that, metal foams have a lot of 
research going on  due to their versatile applications and importance. They are attractive 
for a variety of engineering applications because their thermal and mechanical properties 
can be controlled by choosing specific manufacturing processes. These properties are 
produced by controlling mainly three factors: base metal, foaming process and heat 
treatment conditions [5]. Thus, there are wide variety of metal foams available in market, 
based on their production techniques [2,6,7]. 
5 
 
Closed cell metal foams are mainly used in applications like noise reduction, energy 
absorption, light and stiff sandwich beams, prosthetics (replacing broken bones), and as 
impact absorbing agents (e.g. bicycle helmets), etc. On the other hand, open cell foams 
are used in medical science for joining fractured bones, in chemical industry as catalytic 
agent, flame arrestors, and with extremely small pores as temperature filters. But the 
unique features of open cell metal foams, such as their relative low-cost, good 
permeability,  excessive-lower densities, higher surface area to volume fraction, and their 
astonishing ability to readily mix the flowing fluid, makes them a splendid candidate for 
thermo-fluid applications such as compact heat exchangers, fuel cells and efficient heat 
dissipaters in electronic cooling [8-9]. Transport phenomenon of a porous media has been 
of a great interest to industrial and academic research. For the very same reason, thermal 
behavior of open cell metal foams has been one of our key focuses in this research. 
 
1.3 Motivation of Proposed Study 
The literature review shows that most of the work done so far in metal foams field is 
experimental and analytical. However, their highly random geometry has only enabled 
scientists to only approximate their behavior [3,5,10-11]. In most cases, exact solutions 
do not exist for metal foams, whether it is numerical or analytical. Thus, an objective of 
this research is to determine the thermo-mechanical behavior that is very close to the 
exact behavior. Little attention has been paid to the numerical side, so there is a dire need 
of a working 3D model of metal foams. Most of the models used in the literature are 2D 
models. And the majority of the 3D models are that of closed cell metal foams. The 
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reason for this is that they are easy to model. Those that are open cell are usually created 
using CAD (computer aided design) software. They work on the concept of unit cell 
approach, like kelvin cell and Weaire–Phelan structure [12–14]. A single unit cell 
representing a single pore of metal foam is created manually and then multiplied in all 
principle axes to get a 3D model as an end result. In short, these models are unable to 
give an accurate prediction about metal foam properties and the overall behavior. Also 
the literature shows that as the irregularity in the structure of metal foam increases, its 
isotropic properties also increases [3,15]. This means stochastic type (irregular structure) 
open cell metal foams are better than honeycomb (regular structure) open cell metals 
when it comes to isotropic behavior of physical properties. Due to the aforementioned 
reasons, stochastic type open cell metal foam was chosen for our study. 
People in the field of medicine have been using image processing techniques like CT 
scanning to capture the delicate and complex geometry of human body parts and creating 
3D models out of these image bundles. These models are then used for FE analysis to 
predict the failure of these organs under varying conditions. Similar footsteps were 
followed to try and capture the highly complex shape of metal foams.  The motive was to 
capture at least twice the PPC unit length (1 cm) of the metal foam, both horizontally and 
vertically, so studies could be carried out to examine the bulk behavior and not just 
localized area. The final model acquired can be modified in a number of ways to change 
the PPC and other parameters of very same model. Thus, there is no need of taking the 
scan for metal foams with different PPC. This has been explained in detail in the latter 
chapters. This working model can be used to validate and study the analytical and 
experimental work that has been done in the literature already. 
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In the era we live in, every now and then there are ground breaking revolutions in field of 
electronics. This newer technology demands for more efficient and compact 
microelectronics. But the newer efficient systems come at the expense of additional heat 
generated in the circuitry. The more the power, the more it is lethal for the system. This 
invokes for effective and efficient heat sinks that readily dissipate this heat generated out 
of the system. Thermal management therefore must be the foremost aim of an electronics 
design. Life expectancy and the performance of electronic equipment are inversely 
related to temperature of components in the equipment. New materials and effectual heat 
sink designs are a focus of study in research sector in order to keep a tight leash on heat 
generation issues. Metal foams, due to their good heat dissipative properties, promise 
such a service. Experimental analyses need to be carried out to find out the efficiency and 
effectiveness of metal foam heat sinks as compared to their conventional counterparts. 
Along with this, the heat sink design needs to be optimized, both for natural and forced 
convection scenarios. Furthermore, to reduce the thermal contact resistance between 
metal foam fins and the base, thermal spray coatings have been applied through a 
collaboration with the Centre for Advanced Coatings Technologies (CACT) at the 
University of Toronto [16]. 
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1.4 Objectives of the Proposed Study 
1. To develop a real 3D model of metal foams using image processing techniques. 
Among the Image processing techniques we plan on using CT scan for our purposes. 
The raw model from CT scan will be cleaned with commercially available software, 
so it can be imported to any finite element package where it will be used to simulate 
different metal foam heat sink cases. 
2. To check the validity of the model using available experimental data and previously 
published work. Because the validity of the model is necessary to ensure that this 
very same model can be used in different scenarios with high accuracy. 
3. Use the model to: 
a) Examine metal foam heat sinks under varying environmental and operating 
conditions. 
b) Study the use of metal foam on the efficiency and effectiveness of heat sinks. 
c) Validate the numerical results with experimental results. 
d) Find the accurate convective heat transfer coefficient. 
4. To perform a comprehensive experimental analysis to examine the performance and 
behavior of metal foam heat sinks for different geometrical parameters and 
environmental conditions. Geometrical parameters as in changing the orientation of 
heat sinks with respect to air flow, modifying type of heat sink (solid or metal foam) 
and changing the number of fins for different cases. While the environmental 
conditions like varying the power input and altering air flow speeds. 
5. Optimize the heat sinks through study of experimental and numerical results. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 
METAL FOAMS 
Metal foams have been investigated a lot by researchers, both experimentally and 
numerically. The following sections discuss the techniques that are usually undertaken 
for both of these approaches. 
 
2.1 Experimental 
Modern day electronics are opting out for an ever increasing trend of compact 
components and higher computational power, hence generating an excessive amount of 
waste heat in the circuitry. In near future, heat flux in integrated circuits (ICs) is predicted 
to surpass 1000 W/cm
2
 [17]. This unavoidable excessive heat needs to be dissipated 
quickly and efficiently to ensure not only an optimum performance of the system, but its 
safety as well. Conventional heat sinks are unfortunately not meeting the demands of this 
rapid progression in instrumentation technology. Thus a lot of dedicated research is being 
extensively carried out to find other approaches of heat sinking. Most important features 
of a heat sink influencing its performance are: 1) material, 2) geometry and 3) thermal 
resistance between the heated surface and heat sink [18].  
Heat sinks are sort of heat exchangers used for cooling electronics because of their low 
cost, simple installation and reliable manufacturing process. Conventional heat sinks are 
further divided into plate and fin types. Several studies have been published focusing on 
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the effects of fin types, dimensions and their arrangement [19]. Apart from heat sink 
shapes, fluid (air or water) flow is another important factor that significantly affects the 
performance. But in comparison, a little attention has been paid to the effect of flow 
direction and flow behavior through the heat sinks, which are necessary for efficient 
cooling of the system. Fluid flow through heat sinks could be bypass or non-bypass. 
Bypass being where flow is over the heat sink‘s top only and non-bypass being through 
the channels of heat sink fins. Though non-bypass is better, it is avoided where pressure 
drop is critical and also due to space constraints [20].  
Metal foams have also been used as extended external surfaces to elevate the heat transfer 
rate from these surfaces. The two main advantages of using metal foams as effective heat 
dissipaters are their greater surface area for heat dissipation and the fluid flow inside the 
pores becomes turbulent in nature, which further causes an uplift of heat transfer 
coefficient. Air cooled aluminum alloys are most common heat sinks and are simple in 
general use. With respect to various heat sink fin types, Kang et al. [21] reported that 
aluminum metal foam fins offered the greatest heat dissipation performance due to 
enhanced surface area, lesser pressure drop, and complex flow paths that encourage 
turbulent flow mix up. Forced convection in porous medium has been under study since 
last century [22]. Since the last two decades study on heat transfer characteristics of 
metals foams has spurred. 
Experimental investigation was carried out by Leong and Jin [23] for forced convection 
via aluminum metal foam heat sinks. An extensive experimental data for pressure drop 
and fluid velocity versus Reynolds number was collected. They discovered that the heat 
transfer rate is improved with increased pore density (PPI), and metal foams with low 
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pore density require small pumping power to enhance heat transfer. Mancin et al. [24–26] 
experimented on different samples of aluminum foam for studying heat transfer and 
pressure loss inside the channel. They highlighted the effect of pore density, porosity and 
sample height on thermal response of foam. Alongside, semi-empirical models were 
developed for measuring overall heat transfer and pressure loss. Chiu et al. [27] analyzed 
the pressure drop of air flow inside aluminum metal foam samples of different porosities 
and pore densities (PPI). They derived a theoretical correlation which agreed well with 
their experimental results. They also found that the friction factor of metal foams is low 
as compared to that of granular porous media. Hseih et al. [28] studied the effect of 
porosity (void spaces), pore distribution and fluid speed on heat transfer phenomenon in 
aluminum foams. They concluded that each of the studied parameter had a prominent 
consequence on heat transfer, and also the Nusselt number was elevated in higher 
porosity and pore density foams. Through experimentation Dogan et al. [29]  found the 
convective heat transfer of aluminum foam blocks inside a rectangular duct. They 
discussed the consequences of pore density (PPI) and the foams‘ aspect ratio, and 
deduced that the Nusselt number increases as pore density (PPI) and aspect ratio of the 
block samples increases. 
Aluminum foams are not the only foams that are studied for their heat transfer 
characteristics. Giani et al. [30] performed transient state cooling measurements on iron 
alloy and copper foams of various pore densities (10-20 PPI). Heat transfer study was 
carried out for eight different air velocities and respective heat transfer coefficient was 
determined. Dukhan [31] studied the amount of air pressure drop in different samples of 
compressed and uncompressed metallic foams, comprising of a variety of porosities and 
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pore densities (PPI). The pressure drop was found to be proportional to air speed 
following Forchheimer equation [32] in a quadratic sense and was more in compressed 
samples. Stefano et al. [33] designed a new experimental setup to study thermal and fluid 
characteristics of open cell foams. Samples of 5, 10 and 20 PPI were investigated for heat 
transfer rate and pressure drop under forced humid air flow. The best thermal 
performance was achieved by 10 PPI (approx. 4 PPC) samples. In experiments by Xu et 
al. [34] it was shown that rather than porosity, pore density (PPI)  more prominently 
effected the convective heat transfer.  
Air is not the only medium that is used for heat dissipation by convective heat transfer. 
Zhang et al. [35] performed different experiments for finding heat transfer rates of liquid 
cooled metal foam heat sinks. Different copper metal foam heat sinks were used that 
were glued to copper heating base. Among 60 PPI samples, the one with least porosity 
gave the smallest value of thermal resistance with largest pressure drop. Samples of 100 
PPI on the contrary had comparatively lowered thermal resistances for same flow 
conditions, but significantly larger pressure drop than 60 PPI samples. Mahajan et al. [36] 
examined forced convection in air medium on aluminum metal foam samples ranging 
from 5-40 PPI and porosity above 87%. The Nusselt number they calculated was 
Reynolds number of pores. They also obtained volume averaging equations for velocity 
profiles and heat transfer coefficients. There was a sound agreement between their 
experimental and numerical findings. The outcomes showed that thermal dispersion is 
less in air media as compared to that of water media. Odabaee et al. [37] experimental 
tests showed that air-cooled fuel-cells utilizing metal foams demanded almost half the 
electric pump power to that of water-cooled fuel-cells. Although dissipating the 
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equivalent amount of heat at similar test conditions. Zhao et al. [38] inspected the water 
and air convective heat transfer of highly porous open cell metallic foam tube heat 
exchangers. They determined that the heat capacity is enhanced with either increasing 
pore density (PPI) and/or decreasing the porosity. They also anticipated the optimum 
foam area to volume ratio of aluminum foam inside counter flow heat exchangers.  
Chumpia and Hooman [39] estimated the performance of single pipe metallic foam heat 
exchangers, where aluminum foam were wrapped to the outer surfaces of pipes exposed 
to cross flowing air. The foam-covered pipes performed significantly better than fin-
covered pipes for identical operating conditions. Kim et al. [40] carried out various 
experiments to study the convective heat transfer and flow characteristics of aluminum 
foam heat sinks of different pore densities. They determined that the conventional 
parallel plate heat sinks gave less than 78% thermal performance compared to that of 
aluminum foam heat sinks of the similar dimensions. Yang et al. [41] undertook a study 
to see the possible use of aluminum foams in heat sinks for cooling LED lights. Six 
different types and arrangements of heat sinks were made to test on a LED light bank. 
Thermal resistance of solid heat sink was dominating the rest of samples. Carbon foam 
with solid base, simple carbon foams and simple metal foam heat sink came next in 
number. A further improvement was reduced weight of heat dissipating system of LEDs. 
Byon [42] did an experimental study to investigate thermal performance of aluminum 
metal foams when exposed to an impinging air jet, under fix air flow. The foam heat 
sinks showed improved heat transfer rate than pin fin heat sinks under same test 
conditions, for lower Reynolds number. The trend is opposite for higher Reynolds 
number. Also the shape of cross sectional jet impingement has trivial effect on Nusselt 
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number. Although jet impingement has better heat transfer rate but it requires pumping 
that adds to the cost of system [43]. Where pumping is defined as the product of mass 
flow rate and pressure drop. 
Christopher et al. [44] did a numerical study to determine the impact of contact resistance 
on aluminum metal foam heat sinks performance. They found that as contact resistance is 
increased the heat transfer gradually becomes asymptote and ceases to increase further 
due to conduction being completely stopped. 
Experimental literature review pertaining to air-flow heat transfer in metal foams in 
general utilized various metal foam sample sizes, which makes these findings specific to 
the samples experimented with. Also Zhao [45] did a review article that presented that 
adequate experimental heat transfer data collection is deficient for open cell metallic 
foams in particular. Studies of water-flow heat transfer are comparatively much less. 
Water-flow though provides more heat transfer rate due to its higher thermal conductivity 
than air, but unfortunately cannot be used for electronic equipment. 
A lot of researchers have been undertaking studies on the forced convective heat transfer 
in metal foams by experimental, numerical and analytical method. Subsequently both 
heat transfer characteristics and air flow phenomena in foams is adversely related to 
structural features of the metal foam, like: porosity, PPI (pores density), foam dimensions 
and type of material too. Operating conditions such as: heat flux, fluid velocity, 
surrounding pressure and temperature also play another important factor for determining 
these aforementioned characteristics. 
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2.2 Computational Modeling 
Since the structure of metal foams is very haphazard and intricate, a lot of research has 
been carried out to idealize the metal foam structure to inquire about the fluid heat 
transfer and other physical characteristics. Renowned philosophers like Archimedes and 
Plato, were the first ones in known history who gave the proposition that many structures 
in nature could be represented by building blocks or unit cells. Although naturally 
occurring foams (porous materials) and most artificially synthesized foams (metal foams) 
are not exactly following a regular pattern, many researchers have shown that most foams 
somewhat follow a repeated geometry matrix [46–49]. 
More than a century ago Lord Kelvin‘s gave hypothesis known as ―The Kelvin problem‖, 
which proposed a three dimensional unit cell theory that described an ideal geometry of 
foams in general [46]. Kelvin speculated that a tetrakaidecahedron consisting of six 
squares and eight hexagonal sides satisfies the foam model, with organization of cells of 
equivalent volume but different surface area. The Kelvin unit cell also imitates the body 
centered cubic (BCC) which allows it so simultaneously satisfy Plateau‘s rule for foams 
[47]. While being adopted as an ideal unit cell by mathematicians, physicist and scientists 
for more than a century, it has not been able to found in nature – making it only a 
hypothesis [48]. In 1994 after more than a hundred years of Kelvin‘s unit cell being 
unchallenged, D. Weaire and R. Phelan proposed their own unit cell to counter his theory 
[50]. Unlike Kelvin‘s monohedral unit cell, this new unit cell consisted of multiple 
polyhedral of equivalent volumes. This Weaire-Phelan (WP) unit cell was derived from 
tetrahedral closed packing (TCP), that is found in many naturally occurring chemicals. 
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Currently no foam model is superior to Weaire-Phelan unit cell. But as discussed earlier 
Kelvin unit cell has only one pore and Weaire-Phelan unit cell has eight pores per 
polyhedral. Thus due to simplicity of Kelvin model many researchers still prefer it over 
Weaire-Phelan model [12–14,51]. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the difference between 
geometry of Kelvin‘s model and Weaire-Phelan (WP) model respectively. 
 
  
Figure 3 Kelvin Unit Cell [46] Figure 4 Weaire-Phelan Unit Cell 
[50] 
 
In order to decipher the true behavior, a clearer understanding of the structure is required. 
This high level of randomness in the pore size and distribution hinders the researchers to 
perform analysis of foam bulk properties and behavior in various applications. The 
structure complexity therefore compels researchers to idealize the structure of metal 
foam. This significantly jeopardizes the true accuracy in their findings. Some researchers 
thus used an approach of representing a unit pore of metal foam by subtracting four 
spheres from all the corners a simple single tetrahedral structure (Figure 5.a) [52]. 
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Playing with the size of spheres the shape, size and dispersion of pores can be altered in 
the metal foam structure. Others extended this concept by using the same approach of 
subtraction from a simple cuboid to form a unit cell that represents a single pore of a 
metal foam (Figure 5.b) [53]. Some still prefer to use Kelvin‘s tetrakaidecahedron unit 
cell along with matrix technique of spatial frames as an alternate to a real geometry, 
because of its acceptance as close to an ideal unit cell of a foam (Figure 5.c) [54]. 
Researchers have also found the use of body centered cubic (BCC) structures as a good 
means of idealizing open cell honeycomb metal foam. This is done by extracting nine 
equivalent balls from a cube (Figure 5.d). They also extended their approach by using 
vertical and horizontal elliptic egg shaped balls (Figure 5.e) [55].  
Most porous solids are random in nature, while all related theoretical models for them 
assume their periodic structure. This repeating unit cell concept has led many to develop 
simple analytical relationships between various physical properties. Because if geometry 
can be defined mathematically (as in case of repeated unit cell pattern) than analytical 
models could be derived with ease [1,2]. Others have derived analytical results based on 
just Kelvin‘s tetrakaidecahedron model (i.e. BCC structure), which has served as a check 
for finite element results by many [10,56]. Point to ponder is that FE analysis of unit cell 
approach is not the true depiction of foam behavior but it is computationally very 
inexpensive Ashby and Banhart with their theory of idealized metal foam structure laid 
down simple analytical relationship of power law [1,2]. According to this law, most 
physical properties of metal foams can be approximated by multiplying a constant 
(different for specific property) with relative density of foam and solid metal (Equation 
2.1). 
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Figure 5 Unit Cells used in Literature for Metal Foam Modeling [52–55] 
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At global and local (or pore) level cell architecture (open or closed cell), arrangement of 
cell pores (their relative angle of intersection) and shape of cell struts (or walls) play 
essential role in study of these complex structures [57]. Most theoretical studies on 
simple three dimensional metal foams, as discussed, assume cyclic pattern of prismatic 
cell walls (or struts). These are also known as beam models, as cell walls are of uniform 
diameter – unlike in real metal foams (Figure 6) [11]. Whereas for closed cell three 
dimensional modeling generally Voronoi tessellation method and node-bond model is 
generally used (Figure 7) [58]. Voronoi tessellation method uses point seeds growth in all 
three dimensions to grow into a random form. A little manipulation is done in these 
methods to obtain open cell foam but the end results and complexity of approach has not 
allowed researchers to adopt it much. More or less, these approaches are still in use by 
researchers today, either using the identical models or only with slight modifications 
[14,59–61]. 
 
  
Figure 6 Beam Model [11] Figure 7 Voronoi tessellation method 
[58] 
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Three dimensional (3D) FE analysis in the field of medicine has been used by Doctors, as 
at micro level human organs exhibit mechanics of materials in day to day regular 
activities [62–64]. Human organs due to their geometric complexity are not easy to 
design in FE or CAD software so Doctors prefer the technique of image rendering with 
help of serial imaging instruments like computed tomography (CT) scanners [65]. This 
nondestructive approach enables the researchers to acquire even the finest of details in 
the sample, thus ensuring the accuracy of finite element analysis. 
The aforementioned discussion reveals that perplex random order models are the only 
solution to predict response of metal foams, since periodic unit cell models do not mimic 
correctly the real observable response. As no exact solutions exist for highly disordered 
porous metals, large scale computational approach with the help of CT scanning has been 
considered here as the only way of extracting the true thermo-mechanical behavior of 
foams. This form of approach has not been taken much for three dimensional models as it 
is time both, time consuming and computationally demanding. Although CT scanning 
technique has been employed by few to get exact information about structure parameters 
and use them in analytical modeling, but finite element tests were not run [66,67]. The 
research described here only focuses on Aluminum 6101 open cell metal foams with 
porosity approximately 93%. The aim here is to pave wave for other researchers for 
finding true response of metal foams in thermo-mechanical systems, where accuracy 
matters more than mere approximation. 
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3 CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
To better understand the thermo-mechanical behavior of metal foams, both numerical and 
experimental approaches were undertaken for the task. A brief overview is laid down as 
follows for the work that was carried out for the fulfillment of the objectives. 
 
3.1 Experimental Approach for Heat Sinks Performance 
Heat sinks need to be effective and efficient to dissipate the excessive heat generated in 
the electronic circuitry. Thus, it is of utmost importance to keep the working temperature 
of the device within safe limits, not only for keeping it safe but also to get an optimized 
performance out of the device. 
Usually the performance of a heat sink depends on factors like: thermal conductance, 
geometry, fin shape, coefficient of heat transfer (h), mass flow rate and duct/tunnel size. 
Generally, to approximate the thermal behavior, simple analytical models can be made 
for studying the performance. Experimental methods are also employed as an alternative. 
But in reality the most accurate method is by numerical simulations, because of the 
highly unpredictable three-dimensional interaction between fins and fluid. 
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Figure 8 Experimental Methodology 
 
For our case both experimental and numerical approaches were considered. 
Experimentally determining the thermal performance of heat sinks is among one of the 
most popular techniques. Figure 8 shows the flow chart of experimental study. And 
Figure 9 shows the schematic of ducted setup used for experimentation [68]. Performing 
these experiments in un-ducted environment can lead to unpredictable results; therefore 
use of ducts is a must to avoid misleading data. 
In our experiments the ducted wind tunnel approach was adopted, based on the 
theoretical knowledge from literature. The assembly is relatively easier to setup and also 
gives quite reasonable results, without the hassle of using any complicated machinery 
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[69]. As seen from the schematic, the heat sink is placed inside the middle of wind 
tunnel. Both natural convection (Fan Off) and forced convection (Fan On) conditions 
have been exercised. Guide vanes (not shown in the schematic) have been installed just 
after the blowing fan and before the heat sink to ensure that the air flow reaching the heat 
sink is laminar. Natural convection conditions were carried out with fan off and both 
sides of wind tunnel were open to the atmosphere. Alternately, for all experiments of 
forced convection the fan speed was fixed at 1.6, 2.6 and 3.6 m/s air flow. A rotary type 
flow meter was installed inside the tunnel to record the speed of air flow. 
The first experiment was carried out with single fin solid heat sink and single fin metal 
foam heat sink. This was done to investigate the difference between thermal behaviors of 
the two distinct fin type heat sinks. The solid fin has been machined out of pure 
aluminum, whereas metal foam is an alloy of aluminum (Al-6101) with the base sprayed 
by similar properties material. For the subsequent experiments multiple fin metal foam 
heat sinks were also investigated with porosity range of 4 and 8 PPC. Fin dimensions of 
20x15x6.35 mm and base thickness of 3 mm was chosen in all experiments, to depict the 
size of an average commercial heat sink used for this purpose. 
A D.C power supply along with heat source used for the first experiment was 1.30 W 
(approx.) and 5 W (approx.) for the rest. This small wattage heat source has been used to 
mimic the heat generated from an actual electronic chip – like personal computers. 
Thermal adhesive was used to attach the heat sink to the heating pad. Heating pad was 
securely and tightly packed with insulated foam to minimize heat losses. 
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Figure 9 Schematic of Experimental Setup: (a) Front View and (b) Side View [68]  
 
As the work being carried out is in low temperature ranges, T-type thermocouples were 
employed for better accuracy and response. For real time data logging of temperature 
with time, NI 9211 DAQ (Data AcQuisition) card was used with LabView. 
Thermocouples were attached at different points of interest to continuously update about 
the temperature variations. These points of interest were temperature of fins along the 
height, base, heating pad, inside tunnel temperature and finally outside room temperature. 
To check for optimum performance, variable air flow speeds and different orientation of 
heat sinks were used with respect to air flow i.e. parallel, perpendicular and at 45 degree 
respectively. The details of the findings have been elaborated in results and discussion 
section. 
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3.2 3D Modeling for Metal Foam Heat Sink Model 
As already emphasized in the introduction and literature review, complex and free form 
shapes like that of metal foams, pose a challenge for designers to manually make them in 
commercially available software. It is very difficult to manually create them in CAD or 
FE software. Moreover, simplified models cannot portray the authenticity of numerical 
studies for such haphazard shaped structures. Figure 10 shows the flow chart of 
numerical study. 
 
 
Figure 10 Modeling Methodology 
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So for this purpose the serial imaging techniques were used to acquire the model of our 
metal foam. Among several commercially available serial imaging techniques we used 
Computerized Tomography (CT), as it is a non-destructive technique and the sample is 
not susceptible to any sort of physical damage. We used the industrial version of Micro 
CT type - model Skyscan 1172. 
Once the Imaging is done, the first phase is to reconstruct a ―raw‖ 3D model from these 
serial images. The term raw here suggests that this model is only good for visual 
representation of the sample and cannot be used for 3D printing or any sort of finite 
element modeling for that matter. The initial software used for this task are ―NRecon‖ 
and ―CTan‖. Both these software belong to the CT scan and are available in the CT scan 
control computer. These images contain all the apparent and hidden details of object 
being scanned. One then carefully selects the densities of interest that need to be 
extracted for reconstruction. This image processing setup is the most complicated process 
of the methodology used. 
After deliberate effort of using the most optimized set of parameters for imaging, this raw 
model is imported in computer aided design software (CAD), that are commercially used 
for reverse engineering. These software like Geomagic Studio and Meshlab are 
specifically designed for helping the designers to ―clean‖ and ―stitch‖ the raw model. The 
terminology cleaning means getting rid of all the noise and extra unwanted details from 
the model, whereas stitch means closing all the gaps and holes inside the model to 
prepare a water-tight mesh. This water-tight mesh is a mere surface/skin model, which 
means its hollow from the inside. To convert this surface/skin model into a solid (or 
filled) model the file is exported to SolidWorks engineering CAD tool. 
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The final solid model then can be imported to any finite element software for simulation 
analysis. Ansys Workbench has been used for this particular study. In Ansys, after 
assigning the material properties to our model, a mesh of the model was prepared and 
simple mechanical and thermal tests were run to check the proper working of the final 
model. Once its validity was acknowledged, the model was used for analysis of our 
experimental work. Later through our numerical simulations of the model we also 
proposed a technique of finding heat transfer coefficient of complex shaped objects. 
Through scaling (upsizing/downsizing) of the model with a specific ratio it has been 
shown that the same model can also be used to modify the pore density (PPC or PPI) for 
different simulations, and therefore, completely omitting the need of rescanning a new 
sample of different pore density. The details of numerical study and their finding have 
been discoursed in subsequent chapters. 
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4 CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
A lot of researchers have undertaken studies on the forced convective heat transfer in 
metal foams by experimental, numerical and analytical method. Subsequently both heat 
transfer characteristics and air flow phenomena in foams are adversely related to 
structural features of the metal foam, like: porosity, PPI, foam dimensions and type of 
material too. Operating conditions such as: heat flux, fluid velocity, surrounding pressure 
and temperature also play another important factor for determining these aforementioned 
characteristics. 
The aim of this research is to find optimum heat sink performance based on porosity, air 
speed, heat sink orientation and most importantly the type of interface (between heat 
sink‘s fin and base). Cooling performance can be increased using higher fan speeds and 
impinging jet stream. But parametric study should also be carried out with respect to 
thermal performance of heat sinks under fixed fan speed and normal air flow, while 
varying the heat sink orientation and the number of fins. The porosity has been chosen to 
be constant at 93% for all samples as its effect on heat transfer are not very prominent 
[34]. Metal foam heat sinks highlighted in the literature were made by attaching the metal 
foam fins to solid base via thermal glue/epoxy. Here the most prominent feature of the 
study is to compare the enhancement of thermal performance of heat sinks with thermal 
spray coating as an adhesive method for fins and the base, rather than conventional 
glue/epoxy method because according to simulated results of Christopher et al. [44], the 
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effect of typical thermal epoxies when compared to ideal bonds had small effect on heat 
transfer performance. 
 
4.1 Metal Foam Heat Sink Samples Fabrication 
Sample fabrication of the heat sinks is an important aspect of this experimental study. 
Three types of samples were fabricated: 
a) Machined solid heat sink. 
b) Metal foam heat sink with thermal glue as an adhesive between fin and base. 
c) Metal Foam heat sinks with thermal spray coating between fin and base. 
4.1.1 Solid heat sink 
Solid heat sink has been machined out by milling process as one single unit as shown in 
Figure 11. Therefore no thermal glue/epoxy has been applied between base and fin 
interface.  
 
 
Figure 11 Solid heat sink 
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4.1.2 Metal foam heat sink with thermal epoxy 
The metal foam fins were cut using precision saw while taking care not to damage the 
structure matrix of the foam. The base plates were machined using milling machine with 
slots at particular locations for insertion of the fins.  After the fins were properly placed 
in the machined slots of the base, both were couples together by using thermal 
glue/epoxy for reducing thermal contact resistance. For glued sample conductive epoxy 
―OMEGATHERM 201‖ with a thermal conductivity of about 2-3 W/m.K was used and 
after application it was allowed to set as per vendor‘s instructions [70].  
4.1.3 Metal foam heat sinks with thermal spray 
These samples were fabricated using the same technique as that of metal foam heat sink 
with thermal epoxy. The only difference is that the thermal epoxy/glue was replaced  by 
thermal spray coating technique in collaboration  with CACT, University of Toronto [71].  
Figure 12 shows the junction point where glue/epoxy or thermal spray was applied. With 
thermal spray coating one, two and three fins samples were prepared. But only one single 
fin sample each was prepared for machined solid heat sink and metal foam heat sink with 
thermal glue. The pictures of one, two and three fins metal foam heat sinks are given in 
Figure 13. 
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Figure 12 Schematic for joining base and fin with thermal spray or thermal epoxy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13 Pictures of one, two, three fin metal foam and one fin solid heat sink 
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The Metal foam fins were made from Aluminum 6101 alloy with 93% porosity for all 
samples and were obtained from ―Goodfellow‖ [72]. Pore density (PPC) of single fin 
sample is 4 PPC (approx. 10 PPI), whereas it is 8 PPC (approx. 20 PPI) for two and three 
fin samples. Base material for all heat sinks and the solid heat sink are made from same 
alloy as well. Table 2 shows the thermal properties of metal foam fins, base material and 
solid heat sink.   
Table 2 Material thermal properties [72] 
Material Aluminum 6101 
Density (Kg/m3) 2700 
Thermal conductivity (W/m ºC) 218 
Coefficient of thermal expansion (1/ºC) 23.58x10
-6
 
Specific heat (J/g ºC) 0.895
 
 
All single fin samples have been manufactured at exact same dimensions. The base 
dimensions for all single fin samples are 20x14.35x3 mm (where 3 mm is the thickness of 
the base). And the dimensions of fin are 20x15x6.35 mm (where 6.35mm is the thickness 
and 15 mm is the height of the fin). Furthermore the summary of one, two and three fin 
heat sinks dimensions is given in Table 3, where all dimensions given are in ―mm‖. And 
Figure 14 shows the schematic of heat sink dimensions. 
Table 3 Dimensions of Heat Sinks (mm) 
Heat 
Sink 
Base Dimensions Fin Dimensions Fin 
Spacing(g) 
Extra Width on 
both sides  of 
fin  
Lb Wb Tb Lf Hf Tf 
1_Fin 20 14.35 3.0 20 15 6.35 1 x Tf 4 
2_Fin 20 27.05 3.0 20 15 6.35 1 x Tf 4 
3_Fin 20 39.75 3.0 20 15 6.35 1 x Tf 4 
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Figure 14 Heat sinks dimensions 
 
Figure 15 shows interface studied from CT scan for thermal glue and thermal spray. The 
color contours in thermal glue sample are due to density difference of glue and material 
in the sample. For thermal spray we don‘t see any color contours at all. This indicates a 
uniform density throughout, due to sprayed coating being of same material.  
 
 
 
 
 
(a)With Glue (b)With Thermal spray coating 
 
Figure 15 CT Scan Images of interface 
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4.2 Experimental Setup 
Figure 16 shows the schematic of the experimental setup, where the whole wind tunnel 
setup has been manufactured in-house. The heat sink samples were placed in the 
apparatus one by one and an A.C powered fan with a regulator was used for wind 
blowing inside the tunnel with variable velocities. Wind direction was from right to left 
and the wind tunnel was open from both ends for natural convection flow in case of fan-
off condition. A D.C powered heater was used as the heat source for heat sinks. For the 
experiments this heater mimics the heat generation of an electronic circuitry. The heater 
was approximately 5W (i.e. 12 V and 0.42 A) with heat generation area of 25 x 50 mm. 
The heater was heavily padded using Styrofoam to ensure minimum heat loss. Only an 
area equal to each heat sink‘s respective base area was let open to attach the heat sink for 
heat dissipation of the heater via the heat sink. The straightening vanes were installed in 
the airflow path to make the turbulent flow of air into a laminar flow and to ensure a 
before it interacts with the heat sink. A velocity meter was also installed to continuously 
monitor the air flow speed. Moreover in many electronic devices, it is normal to find heat 
sinks in open space where forced air by-passes the heat sink. This is one of the 
motivations to keep our setup in by-pass arrangement as that for real applications. 
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Figure 16 Schematic (NOT DRAWN TO SCALE) 
 
T-type thermocouples were attached at different locations of heat sink to observe the 
thermal temperature profile of the heat sinks. For continues temperature monitoring and 
data logging in real-time, ―NI 9211 DAQ‖ (Data AcQuisition) card was used with 
―LabView‖ software. Sampling rate in the software was set to 1Hz to ensure that 
temperature data is logged for each second, for the complete time span of the experiment. 
As shown in schematic Figure 16, thermocouples were mainly attached to top and bottom 
of heat sink, along with one directly on the heat source. Also one thermocouple was used 
to monitor the room temperature outside the tunnel and one thermocouple for temperature 
inside the tunnel. Figure 17 shows a schematic for the details of thermocouple attachment 
location for one, two and three fins heat sinks. 
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1 Fin 2 Fins 3 Fins 
 
Figure 17 Thermocouples attachment locations on each heat sink 
 
4.3 Experiments 
Each of the heat sink was attached to the heating source with a thin layer of thermal 
grease in between the contacting surfaces of heats sink‘s base and the heating source. For 
all experiments the heat sinks were heated from room temperature (almost 24.5ºC) to a 
fix 60ºC temperature at fan-off (natural convection) condition. The moment the heating 
source temperature hit 60ºC, the fan was switched on; hereon referred to as fan-on (or 
forced convection) condition. Thus fan-off and fan-on conditions being same for all the 
experiments. 
Figure 18 shows the picture of experimental setup. Performance test on each sample was 
done by changing its velocity and orientation. Where three orientations used are 0º (fin 
length parallel to flow), 45º and 90º (fin length perpendicular to flow). It was reported by 
Mancin et al. [73] that heat transfer coefficient is independent of heat input so it was not 
varied in any of the experiments and was fixed at 5W. How the different sets of these 
parameters have been employed for each experiment has been elaborated and explained 
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in the results section. For all experiments the thermal resistance found for each heat sink 
sample is calculated by: 
     
       
 
 
Where Tb is temperature of base, Tamb is ambient temperature, and Q is total heat 
dissipated.  
 
 
 
Figure 18 Experimental setup 
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5 CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS 
As already explained in the previous chapter, the motive of the study is to find the 
peculiar behavior of metal foam heat sinks under varying test conditions. Following sub-
sections discuss in detail the experiments performed and their results. 
 
5.1 Results and Discussion 
 
Experiments have been carried out in form of different studies. Power input as already 
explained wasn‘t varied for the experiments so it remains 5W for each and every 
experiment. As the heating source providing the heat input to the heat sinks is used to 
mimic the temperature rise in electronic equipment, so our main concern in each 
experiment is to monitor how much the total temperature falls when it reaches the steady-
state. For all the experiments temperature drop is in reference to 60 ºC, when the fan was 
switched on. 
5.1.1 Study A: Effect of Fin Type and Interface 
For study A, (i) single fin metal foam heat sink with thermal spray coating, (ii) single fin 
metal foam heat sink with thermal glue and lastly (iii) single fin solid heat sink were 
compared, where both metal foam samples were of pore density equal to 4 PPC. All these 
three samples were given the same test conditions i.e. orientation of the heat sink samples 
was 90º and a fixed fan speed of 3.6 m/s for fan-on condition. Figure 19 shows the trend 
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plotted for a time span of 60 min. Figure 19 (a), (b) and (c) are plots of solid fin, glued fin 
and thermal spray coated fin respectively, showing temperature variations of different 
points of the heat sink; fin top, fin base and heat source. Figure 19 (d) is a combined 
graph comparing the variations of heat source temperature only, for each case 
respectively. 
In Figure 19 (a) solid heat sink‘s temperature is seen to be almost isothermal from base to 
the tip at fan-off condition (i.e. there is negligible temperature gradient) and is almost 
same as that of heating source. Whereas in both Figure 19 (b) and Figure 19 (c), it can be 
seen that for fan-off condition in the metal foam heat sinks, there is an obvious 
temperature gradient from base to the tip and is also less than the heating source 
throughout. 
This phenomenon is due to solid heat sink having more effective thermal conductivity 
compared to metal foam heat sinks (almost 38 times more – as thermal conductivity of 
solid aluminum is almost 218 W/m K and effective thermal conductivity of metal foam is 
only 5.8 W/m K [72]). So solid heat sink conducts heat more rapidly and thus has almost 
same distribution throughout. On the contrary, metal foams having less thermal 
conductivity not only conduct heat slower, but at the same time their more surface area 
per unit volume efficiently and rapidly dissipate heat, even at natural convection (fan-
off). Thus having a temperature gradient and also having temperature less than that of 
heat source. 
Coming to the fan-on condition, it can be observed from Figure 19 (a) to Figure 19 (c) 
that the initial temperature drop at the fins top for the heat sinks is very fast for solid heat 
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sink and is almost abrupt for both metal foam heat sinks. As seen, the top temperature of 
metal foam samples not only reaches steady-state instantly but it also reaches almost at 
room temperature. Thus, this huge temperature difference between top and bottom further 
expedites the cooling process in case of metal foam samples. This higher temperature 
drop in the metal foams is mainly due to two reasons. First, more surface area per unit 
volume of metal foams provides more contact area between solid and fluid to improve 
convective heat transfer. Second, the turbulence of air created inside the irregular matrix 
mesh of metal foam further enhances the convective heat transfer coefficient which in 
return increases heat dissipation. 
Lastly, Figure 19 (d) shows that solid heat sink takes more time to reach 60 ºC as 
compared to metal foams heat sinks and further it takes longer period of time to reach 
steady-state when fan is switched on. The reason for this is solid heat sink has more mass 
per unit volume compared to metal foams, so it takes more time to heat up and also more 
time to get rid of that stored thermal energy. Most importantly the comparison highlights 
that the typical thermal epoxy and an ideal bond (thermal spray in this case) have a 
prominent difference in the heat transfer performance. Thermal spray interface 
outperforms the other two samples by up to 9.8% more temperature drop and even after 
60 min the temperature is still dropping.  
5.1.2 Study B: Single Fin Metal Foam Heat Sink 
Effect of Air Velocity 
First for study B, single fin metal foam heat sink with thermal spray coating was tested 
for the variation of performance under three different air speeds of fan-on condition: (i) 
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1.6 m/s, (ii) 2.6 m/s and (iii) 3.6 m/s. Test conditions like room temperature, heat input 
and 90º orientation were same as study A, but only speed was altered in these cases. 
Figure 20 shows the graphs plotted for a time span of first 60 min. 
Figure 20 (a), (b) and (c) are plots of 1.6 m/s, 2.6 m/s and 3.6 m/s fan speeds, showing 
temperature variations of different points on the heat sink; fin top, fin base and heat 
source. Figure 20 (d) is a combined graph comparing the variations of heat source 
temperature only, for each case respectively.  
Without repeating the reasons for temperature trends of the metal foam fins, it can be 
seen from Figure 20 (a), (b) and (c) that fin top temperatures of the heat sink for 1.6 m/s, 
2.6 m/s and 3.6 m/s are 32.47 ºC, 29.02 ºC and 26.52 ºC, after 60 minutes respectively i.e. 
almost reaching room temperature for 3.6 m/s. And the comparison in Figure 20 (d) 
shows that heating source‘s temperatures after 60 minutes at 1.6 m/s, 2.6 m/s and 3.6 m/s 
are 57.59 ºC, 53.39 ºC and 49.11 ºC respectively. Also the steady-state is reached in the 
least time for speed of 3.6 m/s. 
The results indicate that heat transfer rate varies linearly in the tested velocity range. The 
two other reasons for this behavior between solid and metal foam heat sink is that, firstly 
the effective thermal conductivity of metal foam is almost 38 times less than that of solid 
heat sink of same aluminum alloy. Thus solid aluminum results in faster heat dissipation 
through conduction. Secondly, the solid heat sink has more surface area in contact with 
the heating source as compared to metal foam heat sink [74]. 
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Effect of Orientation 
For second part of study B, again single fin metal foam heat sink with thermal spray 
coating was tested. In this study also, experiments were carried out for time span of 60 
min, with air speed at fan-on condition being fixed at 3.6 m/s. The performance was 
tested under three different orientations: (i) 0º, (ii) 45º and (iii) 90º. Figure 21 (a), (b) and 
(c) are plots of 0º, 45º and 90º orientation, showing temperature variations of different 
points on the heat sink; fin top, fin base and heat source. Figure 21 (d) is a combined 
graph comparing the variations of heat source temperature only, for each case 
respectively. 
Figure 21 (a), (b) and (c) show that fin top temperatures of the heat sink at 0º, 45º and 90º 
are 29.63 ºC, 27.22 ºC and 26.48 ºC respectively. The comparison combined graph of 
Figure 21 (d) shows that heating source‘s temperatures after 60 minutes at 0º, 45º and 90º 
are 53.78 ºC, 51.06 ºC and 49.10 ºC respectively. And the steady-state of single fin is 
reached in the least time is for the orientation of 90º. For the single fin it makes perfect 
sense as the sample is thin in width (only 6.35mm compared to 20mm length), so 
maximum and even fluid-surface interaction takes place at this orientation. 
 
5.1.3 Study C: Multiple Fin Heat sinks 
For study C, experiments were done on two fins and three fins metal foam heat sinks with 
thermal spray coating. Velocity was kept constant at 3.6 m/s and only orientation was 
varied for this study. (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 22 and Figure 23 are plots of 0º, 45º and 
90º orientation, showing temperature variations of different points on the heat sink; fins 
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top, fins base and heat source, for time span of 60 min. (d) of Figure 22 and Figure 23 is a 
combined graph comparing the variations of heat source temperature only, for each case 
respectively. 
For 2 fins heat sink, plots of Figure 22 (a), (b) and (c) show that fins top‘s temperature of 
0º, 45º and 90º are almost same for fan-off up till 60 ºC. This suggests that at natural 
convection orientation has negligible effect on heat transfer. Unlike 0º and 90º, heat sink 
with 45º orientation has the same temperature gradient in both fins, for fan-off and fan-on 
conditions. This is due to thorough and even mixing of air with the metal foam matrix at 
this orientation,  
At 90º for fan-on, Top1 temperature is lower than Top2, as Top1 is the fin facing the air 
flow directly first. The first fin not only diverts some of the air reaching the second fin 
but it also heats up the air, which further reduces heat transfer. Therefore an uneven 
temperature gradient in both fins hinders efficient heat transfer. As expected, Figure 22 
(d) for comparison shows that most temperature drop is given by 45º, followed by 0º and 
90º. But at 0º, the length of fins being comparatively longer, the air because of haphazard 
matrix of metal foam, diverts in all directions before reaching the far end of fin and this 
in return minimizes the proper air-solid interaction as that takes place at 45º. This escape 
of air from the metal foam structure is due to by-pass arrangement of our wind tunnel. 
In Figure 23 are the plots for 3 fins heat sink. Once more in Figure 23 (a), (b) and (c) 
show the same trend as that of 2 fin samples due to aforementioned reasons. And the 
combined graph of Figure 23 (d) again shows that temperature drop is most for 45º, 
followed by 0º and 90º respectively. 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
 
Figure 19 1_Fin Heat Sinks with 5W input, 90º orientation and 3.6 m/s flow; (a) 
Solid Heat Sink, (b)  Glued Heat Sink, (c) Thermal Spray Heat Sink and (d) Comparative 
Plot 
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Figure 20 1_Fin thermal sprayed Heat Sinks with 5W input, 90º orientation and 
variable flow; (a) 1.6 m/s, (b)  2.6 m/s, (c) 3.6 m/s and (d) Comparative Plot 
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Figure 21 1_ Fin thermal sprayed Heat Sinks with 5W input, 3.6 m/s flow and 
variable orientation; (a) 0 degree, (b)  45 degree, (c) 90 degree and (d) Comparative Plot 
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Figure 22 2_Fins thermal sprayed Heat Sinks with 5W input, 3.6 m/s flow and 
variable orientation; (a) 0 degree, (b)  45 degree, (c) 90 degree and (d) Comparative Plot 
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Figure 23 3_Fins thermal sprayed Heat Sinks with 5W input, 3.6 m/s flow and 
variable orientation; (a) 0 degree, (b)  45 degree, (c) 90 degree and (d) Comparative Plot 
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5.2 Summary 
Figure 24 shows the thermal resistance (Rth) calculated for each sample from study A to 
study C. Whereas, Table 4 gives the summary of the results discussed above. 
 
 
 
Figure 24 Thermal Resistance 
 
 
Surprisingly, even though the heat transfer coefficient for multiple fins is less than that of 
single fins heat sinks, still the total temperature drop is more in two and three fins 
samples, as shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. This phenomenon is better understood if 
we have a look at the thermal resistance bar graph of each sample (Figure 24). Clearly 
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with increase in number of fins the thermal resistance decreases subsequently, thus easing 
the faster flow and dissipation of heat from the heat sinks at much larger rate as compared 
to single fin heat sinks. 
Table 4 Summary of the experimental findings 
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6 CHAPTER 6 
Metal Foam 3D MODELING 
In many areas of research and development, it is sometimes desirable to create a 
geometric model of an already prevalent complex shaped object that is not easy to create 
manually. For such tasks, researchers usually prefer the recent upcoming technique called 
reverse engineering. Reverse engineering is a procedure of extracting information or 
blueprint contents of anything that has been synthesized by humans. The process usually 
involves the dismantling of the specimen under study, for scrutinizing its components and 
analyzing them in detail [75]. 
With the advancement of computational power resources, this practice which was done 
manually in the old industrial era is now done on computers. Software like Computer 
Aided Drawing/Design (CAD), Finite Element Analysis (FEA), Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD), Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) and Computer Aided 
Manufacturing (CAM), make use of these 3D models that have been captured using 
various 3D scanners. The reverse engineering technique measures the physical object and 
then reconstructs it as a 3D virtual model. The physical specimen can be captured by 
means of 3D scan technologies like Laser scanner, Structured Light Digitized (SLD) 
scanner, Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM) and Computer Tomography (CT) 
scanner. 
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6.1 CT Scanning  
 
6.1.1 Working Principle 
 
Keeping this background in knowledge, we see that the complex and free-form shape of 
metal foams poses a challenge in 3D finite element modeling. This has also been verified 
in the detailed literature review that researchers opt for simple 3D models in analysis; 
because of the same reasons of perplexity in shape. As already explained, one of the most 
efficient ways to generate Finite element (FE) models of such objects is by means of 
serial imaging techniques. These serial images can be obtained by using any of the 
following methods: 
a. Computerized Tomography (CT) 
b. Confocal Microscopy 
c. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
CT technique is utilized for the fulfillment of this task. It is a non-destructive technique 
used for capturing the internal and external structural geometry of the components using 
irradiations (usually X-rays). CT scanning is used for both medical and industrial 
purposes. Further there are different types of CT scanners: 
a. Spiral (or Helical) CT 
b. HRCT (High resolution) 
c. Micro CT (Microwaves) 
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An industrial desktop version of Micro CT – model Skyscan 1172 was used in this work. 
Figure 25 shows the picture of the CT scan.  
 
 
Figure 25 Skyscan 1172 Micro CT 
 
The working principle of all CT scanners is more or less the same, as shown in (Figure 26 
A). Usually an X-ray source is used to irradiate the specimen. The X-rays being highly 
energetic electromagnetic waves easily pass through the test object and finally fall on a 
fluorescent screen or a detector film to form the respective image. The sample or the X-
ray source are than normally rotated a complete 360 degree to ensure that all the object 
has been thoroughly captured. 
 A CT image is generally called a slice (Figure 26 B), as it would show how the specimen 
being scanned would appear if it were sliced open alongside any plane. Similar to a bread 
loaf slice, a CT slice represents a certain thickness of the specimen that has been scanned. 
A distinctive digital image is compiled up of pixels (2D picture elements) and on the 
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contrary a CT slice image is made up of voxels (3D volume elements). Like a bread loaf 
can be reconstituted by stacking up all of its constituent slices, a complete 3D 
representation model of an object can be obtained by juxtaposing neighboring sets of CT 
slices. This complete process of reconstruction by CT slices is called Tomography. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 26 CT Scan Working Principle: (a) A Schematic of typical assembly and (b) a 
CT slice 
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6.1.2 CT Imaging 
 
CT scan was performed on a sample of Aluminum (6101) alloy metal foam in Skyscan 
1172 as shown in Figure 27. Porosity of this metal foam sample was 93% and pores 
density was 4 PPC. Sample size used for the scan was 25 x 25 x 6.35 mm. This size was 
chosen so that a minimum of two times the PPC of the sample is captured in both length 
and width directions.  
 
 
Figure 27 Sample for scan 
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The sample is first held tightly on a sample holder so that it does not get displaced during 
the scanning process. As the sample stage is rotating continuously during the scan,  even 
slight vibrations can cause a significant amount of noise in the images. Once the sample 
is placed inside the scanners‘ chamber, X-ray source is turned on from ―Skyscan‖ 
software. It takes a while to heat up the X-ray source and once it‘s ready the red light on 
top of the CT scanner starts to blink. This can also be verified from the software. Figure 
28 shows the interface of software when it is opened. Refer to the Figure 28 for standard 
operating procedure (S.O.P) of a typical scan: 
1) Mark 1 in Figure 28 appears when the X-ray source is heated up and ready to 
commence operation. 
2) Mark 2 in Figure 28 is pressed to illuminate the inside of chamber that gives 
visual aid for some of the subsequent steps in the process. 
3) Sample (Mark 3) can be seen clearly in the display window then. 
4) The position of the x-ray source and the detector is vital for proper acquisition and 
can be adjusted by the bar at the bottom center right position of the window 
(Mark 4). 
5) Still Pictures or real time view of the sample can be taken by pressing the 'grab 
image' or 'snap image' options on the top left of the screen on the tool bar (Mark 
5). These displays appear in the window at Mark 6. 
6) The sample holder (and hence the sample) can also be rotated by adjusting the bar 
on the bottom right corner (Mark 7). 
7) The height of the sample holder can also be changed by pressing the up or down 
green arrow buttons on the bottom right of the window (Mark 8). 
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8) The filters are required depending on the density of the sample. If it is of low 
density no filter is used. If the sample is of medium density, ―Al‖ 0.5mm filter is 
used and saving the ―Al+Cu‖ filters for the densest. The button is located on the 
extreme right bottom corner of the window (Mark 9). 
9) Once all the settings are done, data acquisition is started. Mark 10 shows the 
status of scan and also the approximate time remaining to finish the job. 
 
 
Figure 28 Interface of Skyscan software 
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After a series careful trials, a set of parameters which gave the most optimum 3D model 
as the end result was achieved. X-ray source voltage of 40 kV and source current of 250 
µA was used. Total numbers of slices captured were 512 by keeping the rotation step to 
0.7º (degree). Exposure time was set to 90 ms, with average of 2 frames per angle step. 
Scanning trajectory was round, so complete 360º rotation was made of the sample to 
ensure thorough and complete capture of the sample. Total scan duration was 
approximately 15 minutes. To ensure a good quality of serial slices image pixel size was 
set as 27.34 µm. As our sample is a low density material so no filter was used (as filters 
should be preferred for moderate to high density materials). All the slice images were 
saved in .tiff (16 bit) format – as like other formats it doesn‘t require much manipulation 
at later stages of 3D model reconstruction. 
This model of CT scanner cannot capture the serial images of a sample whose size 
exceeds 18 mm. But as already mentioned our sample is 25 mm in height, so a total of 2 
scans were taken – keeping the parameters constant (i.e. one for the lower half and one 
for the upper half). Later these 2 parts were conjoined together in the reconstruction 
phase of image processing. The parameters used for imaging are summarized in the 
following Table 5: 
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Table 5  Imaging parameters 
Camera=Hamamatsu 
C9300 
11Mp Number of connected scans 2 
Camera Pixel Size (µm) 9.00 Image Pixel Size (um) 27.34 
Number of Images 512 Object to Source (mm) 258.500 
Image Format TIFF Camera to Source (mm) 340.475 
Depth (bits) 16 Vertical Position (mm) 27.855 
Source Voltage (kV) 40 Rotation Step (degree) 0.700 
Source Current (µA) 250 Use 360 Rotation YES 
Filter No filter Scanning Trajectory ROUND 
Median Filtering ON Rotation Direction CC 
Frame Averaging ON(2) Exposure per Image (ms) 90 
Random Movement ON(10) Scan duration (minutes) 14.5 
 
 
 
6.1.3 Image Reconstruction 
 
The initial 3D rendering ―Skyscan NRecon‖ package is used at first. This is the CT 
scanners own software, so it automatically recognizes the native format – though external 
data from other sources can also be imported for reconstruction. Parameters set at this 
phase will greatly influence the quality of final 3D model, so a significant emphasis is to 
be laid on an optimized set of variables. 
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As previously mentioned, 2 scans were taken due to height of sample exceeding the 
upper limit of CT scan. For this a standard reconstruction mode was chosen and 
reconstruction of both scans was connected after applying computer calculated default 
pre/post alignment values – resulting in a single model file. A Gaussian smoothing kernel 
with a medium value of 7 is used. Ring artifact reduction and beam hardening correction 
is also applied to remove any unnecessary background noise, thus resulting in sharp 
images. It is important to note that no density threshold was set for reconstruction of our 
sample, as in our case the material distribution is almost constant and interest is in 
capturing the sample as a whole. Final images are saved in .bmp (8bit) format. Unlike 
other formats this does not require any compression factor before saving. The parameters 
used for imaging are summarized in the following Table 6 and Figure 29 shows the 
interface for ―Skyscan NRecon‖ software: 
 
Table 6  Reconstruction parameters 
Reconstruction mode Standard Pixel Size (µm) 27.34 
Post alignment -3.50 Smoothing 7 
Sub-scan post alignment -4.0 Smoothing kernel Gaussian 
Total Reconstruction 
(parts) 
2 Ring Artifact Correction 20 
Result File Type BMP Threshold (%) 0 
Angular Step (degree) 0.70 
Beam Hardening 
Correction (%) 
68 
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Figure 29 Interface for Skyscan NRecon software 
 
―Skyscan CTan‖ is the next package that comes with the CT scanner. It is used for 
constructing visual 3D models from images that were reconstructed by ‗Skyscan 
NRecon‘. The 3D surface rendered by Skyscan CTan can be viewed and manipulated in 
―Skyscan CTvol‖ (also CT scanner software). CTan provides us with an option of saving 
the surface model (it‘s not solid!!!) in variety of formats. In our opinion and from 
literature, .stl (Stereo Lithography) works best, as it is an industrial standard surface 
rendered model used as an input for other commercially available software that 
manipulate 3D models. Stl also gives the option to save the model in terms of units of 
length (mm, µm, cm etc.), thus depicting the true size of sample in real life. 
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The image in Figure 30 shows the interface for ―Skyscan CTan‖ software. As seen it only 
displays one single slice at any particular selection. Here a suitable slice is chosen and 
parameters are varied to see the changes by visual aid. Once the parameters are finalized 
the generate button is hit to create first raw 3D model. And the image in Figure 31 shows 
―Skyscan CTvol‖ with the final 3D surface model displayed: 
 
 
Figure 30 Interface of Skyscan CTan showing a single slice of the scanned object 
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Figure 31 Interface of Skyscan CTvol showing 3D model of the scanned object 
 
 
6.2 Metal Foam Image Processing 
The initial 3D surfaced model is generally quite rough and requires an ample amount of 
editing before they can be imported into a FE tool and successfully meshed for analysis. 
So for ―cleaning‖ of these rough surfaces ―Geomagic Studio‖ was opted out of other 
commercially available editing tools. 3D model created by CTan of Skyscan 1172 is 
imported in Geomagic. The 3D model as explained earlier is imported in .stl format. 
Other formats can also be used but .stl makes editing and importing comparatively quite 
easier related to other ones. Figure 32 shows the imported .stl file in Geomagic Studio. 
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Figure 32 Rough imported model 
 
It is visually evident from Figure 32 that this model cannot be used directly in FE 
analysis or for that matter in 3D printing too. After import, the geometry check option 
available in Geomagic Studio reveals hundreds to thousands of errors in the imported 
geometry and as shown in Figure 33 the software automatically highlights those troubling 
areas in red color. And Figure 34 shows the list of some of these errors in detail. Cleaning 
steps for the model are highly dependent on the type of errors present in the imported 
model. 
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Figure 33 Red regions showing errors in geometry 
 
 
 
Figure 34 Geometry check revealing several errors in the imported geometry 
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When the rough imported model is trimmed in half along any plane, it reveals that the 
model is hollow from the inside. As expected, this way it is made sure that the model is 
only a surface or skin model and not a solid model. But as shown in Figure 35 there are 
inner surfaces present too. These appear during image reconstruction in CT scan software 
and are because of very slight density difference in the material.  
 
 
Figure 35 Trimming the cross-section of rough model 
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All the common occurring errors like self-intersections, highly creased edges, holes, 
floating components etc. are taken care of with help of problem specific tools available in 
Geomagic Studio. The inner surfaces are also manually removed alongside the process. 
The model is frequently geometry checked for seeing how the tools applied are affecting 
the model‘s errors. This lengthy procedure is continued until the model is free from all 
types of errors. Figure 36 shows the trimmed section of cleaned model, exposing the 
removed inner surfaces too. 
 
 
Figure 36 Smoothing of metal foam sample 
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Figure 37 shows the close up cleaned surface/skin model. If it is compared with initial 
rough imported model in Figure 32 it is apparent that this model is very smooth on the 
surface. This type of cleaned model is now suitable for 3D printing or FE analysis as in 
our case. This cleaned version of the model is also sometimes referred to as ―water-tight‖ 
model. To envision a water-tight model simply imagine a hollow skinned object. If this 
object were to be fully immersed in water the insides of the object should remain dry. In 
other words the model is free of holes/gaps and errors in the model. 
 
 
Figure 37 Cleaned model close up 
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Another very important service rendered by Geomagic Studio is to reduce the overall size 
of the model in terms of number of triangles (or surfaces). Greater the number of 
triangles, greater is the size of model and vice versa. Also the large size means more 
computational resources are required. Figure 38 shows the cleaned surface model with 
almost 3.8 million surfaces. This is a huge number of surfaces even for a high end 
computer.  
 
 
Figure 38 Cleaned Stl model (watertight) 
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Surfacing tool in the software groups together certain number of triangles and makes 
them into a single surface, thus reducing the overall number of triangles in the model. 
Figure 39 shows the model after being surfaced. The new grouped surfaces are now 
called patches and as seen the number is reduced to almost 16 thousand. Most 
importantly the model has been optimized, without compromising the original shape. 
This model is now small in size and will run even on normal PCs. 
 
 
Figure 39 Optimized surfaced model 
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6.3 Surface to volume/solid model 
Once our metal foam model is free from all errors, the surface model can be imported to a 
FE package in .stl format, a mesh file or any CAD format. Most of the new FE software 
can deal with .stl directly. But even the thoroughly cleaned .stl surface models usually 
cause flaws when imported directly to FE software for analysis. So an attempt made by 
FE software to make a solid mesh out this error containing model is failed. Some FE 
software provides with an option to again fix these problems causing a successful mesh, 
but this approach is quite hectic and cumbersome. To overcome this scenario in advance 
the model is imported in a Computer Aided Design (CAD) format, which is recognized 
by all prevailing FE software and SolidWorks was used for this purpose. The cleaned 
surface representation was imported into SolidWorks and with its available powerful 
tools the ‗surface‘ model was converted into a ‗solid‘ CAD model. Out of all acquirable 
CAD formats, ‗parasolid‘ format works best with all FE packages. Figure 40 shows final 
cleaned SolidWorks volume/solid model. For FE analysis we found ANSYS Workbench 
to be quite useful for our task. 
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Figure 40 SolidWorks volume/solid model  
 
6.4 Summary 
The following flow chart in Figure 41 summarizes the whole procedure from start of 
scanning to the end of final solid/volume model. Numbering in the figure are: (1) 
Aluminum alloy metal foam sample, (2) Skyscan NRecon, (3) CTvol, (4) Geomagic 
unclean raw geometry, (5) Geomagic cleaned raw geometry, (6) Geomagic clean 3D 
surface model and (7) SolidWorks 3D volume model. 
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Figure 41 Flowchart steps for creating 3D metal foam model 
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7 CHAPTER 7 
NUMERICAL STUDY 
Most metal foam systems studied are usually simplified to get analytical or closed form 
solutions for them. But in reality the physical world is way too complex to be modeled to 
exact precise depth of detail. And most of them cannot be simplified to obtain an 
analytical solution, or even if obtained, they lack the accuracy to depict the real solution. 
Thus analytical solutions of such systems cannot be obtained. For such systems, the 
computer-based techniques such as approach of finite element modeling can be used. 
The 3D model rendered using CT scan can be used to run a number of different 
simulations in different FE packages. The surface model as explained in the previous 
section was converted to solid/volume model using SolidWorks. SolidWorks was also 
used to make the heat sink models used in the simulations. Following section discuss in 
detail the modeling of Heat sink and their different simulations. 
 
7.1 Computational Modeling of Heat Sinks 
SolidWorks has been employed for FE model generation of the heat sinks used in the 
experimental setup. Dimension of the FE models have been kept exact same as that of the 
real heat sinks. In the experimental sample fabrication it was explained in detail that the 
metal foam heat sink‘s fin and base were two different units which were joined together 
using either glue or thermal spray coating. Same technique has been opted for the 
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computational FE model generation, i.e. the metal foam and the base were modeled 
separately and then glued together in the SolidWorks software. Size of each respective 
heat sink has been fixed to that of its experimental counterpart. Dimensions of the heat 
sinks are explained already in table X and inn the schematic of figure X. Figure 38 shows 
the drawing generated by SolidWorks for a single fin heat sink. 
 
 
Figure 42 SolidWorks drawing of single fin dimensions 
 
The metal foam part of the FE model has been made and imported into the SolidWorks 
from the detailed procedure explained in 3D modeling section. On the contrary, the base 
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was prepared in SolidWorks using its own CAD tools. Following types of heat sinks were 
made in SolidWorks for their use in the simulation based FE study.  
i. 2PPC__1 Fin 
ii. 4PPC__1 Fin 
iii. 4PPC__2 Fins 
iv. 4PPC__3 Fins 
It was mentioned in the computational modeling section that the sample for our scan had 
93% porosity and a pore density of 4 (i.e. 4PPC). In SolidWorks, by using the scale 
feature, the pore density can easily be altered to meet our requirements for the simulation, 
while porosity of 93% was kept the same as it is just a mere ratio. For example if we 
―SCALE UP‖ the model by 50% then its pore density will now be reduced to 2PPC. 
Similarly if we ―SCALE DOWN‖ the model by 50% then as its pore density will now be 
increased to 8PPC. Although we did not use the 8PPC sample in our simulations 
presently but its model has been prepared to show how the scaling procedure works and it 
could then also be used in future work. 
Figure 43 shows the three models that were made by direct scanning (i.e. 4 PPC) and by 
SCALING (i.e. 2 and 8 PPC) in SolidWorks. And whereas, Figure 44 shows the bases 
made in SolidWorks for gluing them with the above imported and scaled metal foam fin 
models. These bases were attached to different metal foam models by gluing to make 
heat sinks required for our simulation, as shown in Figure 45. These models have been 
glued so they are two different CAD objects rather than being one single unit as a whole. 
So their material properties can be controlled independent of each other. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 43 Different models made by SCALING:  (a) 2PPC, (b) 4PPC and (c) 8PPC 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 44 Different Base models:(a)1 Fin Base, (b) 2 Fins Base and (c) 3 Fins Base 
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(a) (b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 45  (a) 2PPC_1 Fin, (b) 4PPC_1 Fin, (c) 4PPC_2 Fins and (d) 4PPC_3 Fins 
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7.2 3D Metal Foam Heat Sinks FE Simulations  
After successfully building the respective models in SolidWorks, they were imported into 
ANSYS Workbench for utilizing them in FE simulations. The import file format was 
―parasolid‖, as it doesn‘t need any manipulation and cleaning after its import in the FE 
tool. As explained in the introduction section, metal foams retain most of their physical 
properties of the parent metal. Metal foam used in our study is Aluminum 6101 alloy, 
whereas base material is pure Aluminum. As they are alloys of same metal their most 
thermal and physical properties are common. Table 7 shows the physical and thermal 
properties of each, which were used for FE simulations. 
Table 7  Heat Sink material properties 
 METAL FOAM FIN SOLID BASE 
Property Aluminum 6101 Aluminum (pure) 
Density (kg/m
3
) 2700 2700 
Young‘s Modulus (Pa) 7.2 x 1010 7.0 x 1010 
Poisson‘s ratio 0.33 0.35 
Coefficient of Thermal Exp. (C
-1
) 2.30 x 10
-5 
2.31 x 10
-5
 
Thermal conductivity (W/m.K) 218 230 
Specific heat (J/g.K) 0.895 0.910 
 
7.2.1 Convective heat transfer coefficient (h) calibration 
 
The properties shown in the above Table 7 were available from the vendor. The other 
unavailable parameters needed for our simulations like heat transfer coefficient (h), room 
temperature, heat source temperature etc. are obtained from experiments. In this section 
an experiment to explain the calibration of h for model‘s simulation is discussed. 
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Figure 46 shows the experimental setup. The single fin heat sink sample was placed 
inside a wind tunnel with room temperature of 24ºC and power input of 1.3W (approx.). 
For first 60 min temperature was recorded for fan-off conditions (natural convection) and 
after that for further 30 min, temperature readings were taken for fan-on (forced 
convection), with wind speed of 1.6 m/s inside tunnel. Temperature was monitored by T-
type thermocouples and ―Omega HH506RA‖ was used for temperature data logging. 
Temperature variations for heat sink over a span of 90 min are shown in Figure 47. As 
shown, temperature readings were taken of heat source, fin top and fin base.  
 
 
Figure 46 Heat sink experimental setup for h calibration 
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Figure 47 Heat Temperature variation of metal foam heat sink 
 
From experimental data (Figure 47) we can obtain temperature distribution of the heat 
sink at any time interval. The model is exact replica of the real sample, so base 
temperature from any instance in Figure 47 was imposed as an input to the base of heat 
sink model. Thermal analysis was run and h was calibrated such that temperature 
distribution in the simulation matches that of the experiment for that particular instant. 
This way the h value has been acquired for that specific moment only. The procedure was 
repeated for different time intervals of entire time span of fan-off and fan-on phase. For 
example Figure 48 and Figure 49 show the temperature distribution of heat sink at 
steady-state of fan-off and fan-on respectively. 
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Figure 48 Steady-state temperature distribution at fan-off 
 
 
 
Figure 49 Steady-state temperature distribution at fan-on 
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 Figure 50 shows the calibrated value of h as a function of time during fan-on and fan-off. 
The figure also enlightens the fact that h value for fan off is approximately 12.5 W/m2K 
and that of fan-on is approximately 109.5 W/m2K. 
 
 
Figure 50 Heat transfer coefficient (h) for single fin metal foam –fan-off and fan-on 
conditions (4PPC with fan speed of 1.6 m/s) 
 
Similarly, another experimental data was obtained to find heat transfer coefficient (h) for 
fan speed of 3.6 m/s Figure 51. In this experiment the heat sink was heated to 60 ºC by an 
input of 5W and then the fan was switched on till steady state was reached. Same 
procedure as in case of Figure 50 was followed to get a new h value for this case, as 
shown in Figure 52. 
It is evident from Figure 50 and Figure 52 that h is independent of power input, as 
―h=12.5 W/m2.K‖ (approx.), for both power input of 1.3 W and 5 W. 
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Figure 51 Temperature distribution of the heat sink at 3.6 m/s 
 
 
Figure 52 Heat transfer coefficient (h) for single fin metal foam –fan-off and fan-on 
conditions (4PPC with fan speed of 3.6 m/s) 
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7.2.2 Validation of FE Model 
 
At this stage all the necessary parameters needed to run the simulation studies are 
available. Now we need to verify whether our model and technique is suitable for 
carrying out the numerical study with our claimed accuracy or not. For this we run one 
numerical study for single fin 4 PPC metal foam heat sink. Test conditions set for this 
simulation were kept to that of the experiment shown in Figure 19(c) (i.e. 4 PPC single 
fin heat sink with thermal spray coating). And the h values for fan-off and fan-on 
conditions were taken from Figure 52. The detail of this simulation study has been 
explained in the subsequent sub-section  7.2.3. 
Figure 53 shows the comparison between the experimental findings and the numerical 
simulation. Numerical plot in the graph shows the transient analysis ran for the same time 
period as that of the experiment. It only shows the temperature variation of the heat sinks‘ 
base with time. This simulated result was compared to heat sinks‘ base temperature in 
that of experiment explained by Figure 19(c). It is visually apparent the remarkable 
similarity in pattern of both results. Though fan-off plot is slightly underestimated by the 
numerical simulation but fan-on (or forced convection) is in perfect harmony with the 
experimental data. Even for the underestimation the difference is not more than 8 percent 
at the maximum. This outcome ensures the reasonable accuracy of our model used in 
further simulation studies. 
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Figure 53 Comparison of experimental and simulation results 
 
7.2.3 General procedure of FE simulations 
 
Now having the confidence in our model and our technique, some general experiments 
for the sake of comparative study between CAD sample models of different pore density 
(PPC) and varying number of fins were run. 
The particular experimental data in the section  7.2.1 above was only used to determine 
the value of ―h‖ for our model. Mancin et al. [73] showed that ―h‖ does not depend on 
imposed heat flux, therefore for sake of comparison only, for all 2 PPC and 4 PPC heat 
sink models, heat of 1W has been provided to the base. Other boundary conditions for 
both cases are also same. The simulations were run on the following models: 
i. 2PPC__1 Fin 
ii. 4PPC__1 Fin 
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iii. 4PPC__2 Fins 
iv. 4PPC__3 Fins 
For all the analysis discussed in this section, transient thermal and transient structural 
analyses were used for our simulations in ANSYS Workbench. As ANSYS Workbench 
does not has the ability to solve multi-physics problem with a coupled approach, so a 
sequential approach has been used instead. That is, first the transient thermal is solved 
and then its results are used as an input for transient structural. In the transient thermal we 
are interested only in the temperature distribution for each analysis over a certain span of 
time and in transient structural analysis stress distribution for respective time has been 
observed.  
After starting ANSYS Workbench, transient thermal and then transient structural were 
chosen from the Analysis Systems. These are then coupled together sequentially. 
Engineering data, geometry and mesh are also shared for both of these models. The mesh 
especially is more important to share, as to make sure that when output temperature data 
of transient thermal is given as input to transient structural module there is no mismatch 
between the mesh of both these modules. Engineering data for both the metal foam fin 
and the base as shown in Table 7 are created as new materials separately and saved in the 
materials library for future simulations too. 
In the geometry section of transient thermal, the geometry is directly imported in 
parasolid format created from SolidWorks. In the model section fins and bases appear as 
individual parts and are assigned the user specified particular material properties. Also 
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the contact region between the base and the fin is checked by connection properties to 
check that there did not arise any anomaly when importing the model in the FE package.  
The mesh is then generated using the automatic default settings, as ANSYS Workbench 
creates an optimized number of mesh elements for each model without compromising the 
accuracy of the results. No special method was chosen for the meshing of these models in 
our analysis. 
Then in the transient thermal analysis settings, the initial temperature is set same as that 
of the particular experiment. For the step control settings, the total simulation time of 
1500 sec (or 25 min.) was chosen. For the first 900 sec (or 15 min.), h value of fan-off 
was used (i.e. 12.5 W/m.K) and from 900 to 1500 sec (or last 10 min.), h value of fan-on 
was used (i.e. 110 W/m.K).  
Heat flow and convective heat transfer was applied on the surface of the model as shown 
in Figure 54. As depicted, the h was applied to complete outer surface metal foam fins as 
they are fully exposed to the surrounding, while for the base only top surface has been 
selected and the rest of base has been insulated. And the heat input flow was applied only 
to the base. 
The simulations for thermal analysis were let to run till its completion. At the end of 
analysis, the temperature data for the complete simulation could be collected for any 
particular time in any of the following form: 
a) Temperature vs. time plot. 
b) Tabular data for each instant over complete time span. 
c) Visually by color contours over the model. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 54 Boundary conditions: (a) Convective heat transfer and (b) Heat input 
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Once the transient thermal analysis is complete the transient structural analysis module is 
started. The engineering data, geometry and the mesh are automatically imported as both 
the thermal and structural modules have been coupled. In the transient analysis setting of 
the transient structural the exact same settings were applied as to that of thermal analysis 
over a span of again 1500 sec (or 25 min.). 
For boundary conditions the temperature output from thermal analysis is applied as 
imported thermal load to generate the thermal stress in the body of the heat sink. The 
base on the other hand has been applied with roller supports to confine the rigid body 
motion. 
The simulations for structural analysis were again let to run till its completion. At the end 
of analysis, the stress data for the complete simulation could be collected for any 
particular time in any of forms as in case of thermal analysis. 
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8 CHAPTER 8 
NUMERICAL FINDINGS 
The procedure carried out for each of the simulation study has been discussed in detail in 
the previous section  7.2.3. Here only the results and few unique aspects of each 
simulation analysis are highlighted. 
 
8.1 Metal Foam Heat Sinks Simulation Results 
 
As stated already, a comparative numerical study was carried out for following models 
only: 
i. 2PPC__1 Fin 
ii. 4PPC__1 Fin 
iii. 4PPC__2 Fins 
iv. 4PPC__3 Fins 
 All of the above studies were transient temperature and transient respective stresses for a 
complete span of 1500 sec (2 5min). For first 900 sec (15 min) the condition were applied 
that of fan-off (or natural convection) and for remaining 600 sec (10 min) the conditions 
were set to that of fan-on (or forced convection). Although the studies were transient, but 
Figure 55 to Figure 70 shows only the steady-state temperatures and steady-state stresses 
at fan-off and fan-on. Whereas, Figure 71 to Figure 74 shows the complete detailed 
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variation of temperatures and stresses for the whole run, but for minimum and maximum 
values only. 
Roller supports were applied as boundary conditions at the base of all heat sink samples 
for all the simulation, as in the experiments carried out the heat sink was attached to the 
heating base with thermal grease only (no other physical constraints other than the 
strength of glue were applied to restrain the free movement when it was heated). For all 
the figures showing the stress distribution, as expected, it can be seen that the whole 
model has same blue color contour, which suggests that the stresses on the overall model 
are only meager. While some of the specific points are highly concentrated. But the 
stresses in the vicinity of those high stress regions again fall rapidly to an acceptable 
range. This can be explained due to point of singularities arising at these points during the 
solution, so these high concentrated stress values in reality are meaningless. And the 
minimum stress plots in Figure 71 to Figure 74 show that minimum stresses are almost 
zero throughout the run and appear at the top of fins, which makes a perfect sense. 
But on the other hand, temperature distribution profiles make a lot more sense. And even 
by the plots of Figure 71 to Figure 74 it can be seen that they easily reach steady-state 
value at the end of both fan-off and fan-on. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 55 2PPC-1 Fin Steady-state fan-off: (a) Temperature Distribution, (b) Stress 
Distribution 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 56 2PPC-1 Fin Steady-state fan-off: (a) Point of maximum stress on metal 
foam and (b) Point of maximum stress on the base 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 57 2PPC-1 Fin Steady-state fan-on: (a) Temperature Distribution, (b) Stress 
Distribution 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 58 2PPC-1 Fin Steady-state fan-on: (a) Point of maximum stress on metal 
foam and (b) Point of maximum stress on the base 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 59 4PPC-1 Fin Steady-state fan-off: (a) Temperature Distribution, (b) Stress 
Distribution 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 60 4PPC-1 Fin Steady-state fan-off: (a) Point of maximum stress on metal 
foam and (b) Point of maximum stress on the base 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 61 4PPC-1 Fin Steady-state fan-on: (a) Temperature Distribution, (b) Stress 
Distribution 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 62 4PPC-1 Fin Steady-state fan-on: (a) Point of maximum stress on metal 
foam and (b) Point of maximum stress on the base 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 63 4PPC-2 Fins Steady-state fan-off: (a) Temperature Distribution, (b) Stress 
Distribution 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 64 4PPC-2 Fins Steady-state fan-off: (a) Point of maximum stress on metal 
foam and (b) Point of maximum stress on the base 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 65 4PPC-2 Fins Steady-state fan-on: (a) Temperature Distribution, (b) Stress 
Distribution 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 66 4PPC-2 Fins Steady-state fan-on: (a) Point of maximum stress on metal 
foam and (b) Point of maximum stress on the base 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 67 4PPC-3 Fins Steady-state fan-off: (a) Temperature Distribution, (b) Stress 
Distribution 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 68 4PPC-3 Fins Steady-state fan-off: (a) Point of maximum stress on metal 
foam and (b) Point of maximum stress on the base 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 69 4PPC-3 Fins Steady-state fan-on: (a) Temperature Distribution, (b) Stress 
Distribution 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 70 4PPC-3 Fins Steady-state fan-on: (a) Point of maximum stress on metal 
foam and (b) Point of maximum stress on the base 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 71 2 PPC- 1 Fin: (a) Temperature variation and (b) Stress variation  
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 72 4 PPC- 1 Fin: (a) Temperature variation and (b) Stress variation  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 73 4 PPC- 2 Fins: (a) Temperature variation and (b) Stress variation  
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 74 4 PPC- 3 Fins: (a) Temperature variation and (b) Stress variation  
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8.2 Summary 
 
Figure 75 gives the summary of simulation results from Figure 71 to Figure 74. The 
simulation results clearly show that under same test conditions, the maximum 
temperature reached both under natural and forced convection becomes less as the 
number of fins increase. Consequently with the decrease in temperature the thermal 
stresses inside the heat sinks also decrease. Also comparing Figure 71 and Figure 72 it 
can be seen that as the porosity is increased from 2 PPC to 4 PPC, the maximum steady-
state temperature at fan-off decrease from 120 ºC to 82 ºC. While for fan-on it decreases 
from 34 ºC to 29 ºC.  
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 75 Combined Plot for all Heat Sinks: (a) Temperature variation and (b) Stress 
variation  
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minimum stresses are usually at the fins top where the temperature as expected is lowest 
and also that region is not physically constrained. These high stresses are just located at 
single nodes and are arising due to point singularity deformation. 
These findings show that at natural convection (or fan-off), increase in porosity and 
number of fins the temperature drop and stresses decrement are more prominent, while 
compared to forced convection condition (or fan-on). 
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9 CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Both experimental and numerical study have been carried out in order to thoroughly 
understand the thermo-mechanical behavior of metal foams especially in heat sink 
applications  
The effect of thermal spray coating (along with various factors) on the performance of 
finned metal foam heat sinks has been analyzed experimentally, for their use in cooling 
of electronics. A comparative study was also conducted between thermally spray coated, 
glued and solid machined heat sinks. 
The results in our experiments indicate that for single fin heat sink samples, the thermally 
spray coated metal foam heat sink outperformed the other two samples under same test 
conditions by proving to be almost 9.8% more efficient at dissipating heat. In fact 
remarkably, even the solid machined heat sink performed almost 2.7% better than the 
glued metal foam heat sink sample in our test conditions. 
Experiments also showed that heat transfer increases with almost a linear trend with 
increase/decrease in air velocity, but with an expense of more power consumption. And 
also for single fin samples, 90º is the best orientation for highest rate of heat dissipation.  
Two and three fins samples regardless of the pore density (PPC) show that for multiple 
fins the best orientation for most heat dissipation is 45º. This can be explained due to 
better thorough mixing of the air with the metal foam fins and also the turbulence caused 
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by the complicated structure further uplifts the heat transfer coefficient. Also with an 
enhancement in the number of fins, the total temperature drop increases. 
This computational work presents a methodology for developing a realistic and accurate 
3D computational model of open-cell metal foams. CT scan was used to capture the 
precise geometry of metal foam. This study also discussed the optimized process of 
obtaining a clean workable FE volume (solid) model. The resolution of our model is 
better than the known literature to us. This makes our model as close as possible to the 
real structure of metal foams. Techniques have been implanted to make the model smaller 
in terms of size, but without compromising the real shape and details of original model. 
This reduction in size makes the model easily run on even normal computers. 
A novel method has been proposed to find heat transfer coefficient (h) values of 
complicated objects like metal foam. It has also been shown that value of h is 
independent of power input. This h value can then be used for FE simulations of different 
scenarios. 
After checking the accuracy of our model and technique, in simulation study the effect of 
changing the number of fins and pore density (PPC) for same test conditions has been 
observed. Simulations results though theoretical, but are in conjunction with the 
experimental study.  
Size scaling method of this very same model has been shown and used in the study. Thus 
it can be used for varying pore density (PPC) for different scenarios, without the need of 
taking scan for different samples. This model can further be used in CFD analysis for 
better understanding of fluid and metal foam interaction. 
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Thus keeping in mind the space and power constraints, number of fins, heat sink 
orientation and air velocity could be set to optimize the thermal performance of metal 
foam heat sink. If pressure drop is not of concern then metal foam heat sinks clearly 
outperform conventional heat sinks. 
This work has a lot of potential for further detailed study of metal foams‘ thermo-
mechanical behavior. Though certainly not limited to, but some of the suggested future 
work can be as follows:  
 To utilize the 3D detailed metal foam heat sink model in a CFD analysis. 
 To utilize the 3D detailed metal foam model in other applications of open-cell 
metal foams. 
 To run simulation studies on different pore densities like 8 PPC and 16 PPC etc. 
as well. 
 Find the value of contact resistance in thermally glued and thermally sprayed 
samples (both experimentally and numerically). 
 Other related work in the literature can be utilized to further validate the use of 
the model as a credible source. 
 Experimentation should be carried out on other variety of samples and test 
conditions too. 
 Pressure drop measurements could also be made a part of these studies to enhance 
a better understanding of the metal foam behavior in thermal applications. 
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